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*   Based   on   the   TED   talk   given   by   Tim   Ferriss   in   April   2017  

https://www.ted.com/talks/tim_ferriss_why_you_should_define_your_fears_instead_of_your_goals


 
 

you   know   you   oughta...but    why ? 

As   humans,   we   are   born   with   the   ability   to   imagine,   visualize   and   make   plans   for   getting   what   we   want.   We   have 

ASPIRATIONS .   This   is   good.   This   is   very   good.   We   can   see   ourselves   in   in   the   context   of   a   preferable   future.   This 

ability   landed   humans   on   the   moon   and   this   iphone   in   my   hand.   But   with   this   skill   comes   the   counter   ability   to 

envision   a   not   so   happy   possible   future.   Ooooh,   ahhhh,   eeeek,   this   prospect   .   The   stoic   philosopher   Seneca   said 

“We   su�er   more   often   in   imagination   than   in   reality”   and   that   is   a   fact.   Our   fears   can   inhibit   us   until   we   learn   to 

dance   with   them   rather   than   trying   to   run   from   them.   “Fearsetting”      is   one   way   to   lead   the   dance.  

how   it   works 

When   we   set   goals   and   don’t   achieve   them   we   often   blame   ourselves   and   wonder   what   we   need   to   add   to   our 

lives   to   help   us   to   achieve   these   goals.   But   what   if   we   looked   at   the   path   to   our   goal   and   asked,   “What   needs   to 

be   cleared   away   for   me   to   succeed”?   Sometimes   we   don’t   need   to   ADD   anything.   We   are   doing   great.   It’s   just   a 

blockage   or   two   that   need   to   be   blasted   free.   These   blockages   often   appear   in   the   form   of   fears.   The   following 

exercise   can   help   us   put   these   fears   in   check   and   see   how   we   can   persist   and   stay   in   action   despite   the   natural 

tendency   to   consider   worst   case   scenarios.  

1. Start   with   the   goal   you   seek.   What   is   the   thing   you   want   to   do   be   or   have   that   you   are   considering   or 

have   been   putting   o�   for   some   time?   Write   it   down.   

2. Imagine   the   things   that   you   fear   might   happen   if   you   actually   pursue   this   goal?   De�ne   and   write   down 

10   or   so   potential   problems   that   you   fear   could   happen. 

3. In   the   next   column,   for   each   fear,   see   if   you   can   come   up   with   a   way   you   might   be   able   to   prevent   each 

issue   from   actually   coming   to   fruition.  

4. In   the   �nal   column   see   if   you   can   come   up   with   a   way   to   repair   any   damage,   should   it   occur.   What 

would   it   take   to   �x   the   problem,   should   it   actually   happen?   

5. It   is   important   to   consider   the   bene�ts   of   even   a   partial   success   or   “base   hit”.   How   might   just   going   for 

our   vision   help   us   grow?   Take   a   moment   to   unpack   this   and   add   to   your   worksheet   in   the   space 

provided. 

6. Then   take   a   look   at   what   the   cost   of   inaction   might   be   for   you   in   the   near   future   6   months   to   3   years. 

How   could   the   lack   of   pursuing   your   dreams   despite   fears   and   risks   impact   you   emotionally,   �nancially, 

physically?   Write   these   thoughts   down   to   consider. 

In   this   way   we   can   get   a   new   perspective   on      the   relationship   between      risks   and   action   and   potentially 

“right-size”   them   enough   to   calm   our   nerves   and   get   going   toward   our   goals.  
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Thing   I   want   to   do,   be,   have:  

I   want   to   ask   my   CEO   if   she   will   pay   me   for   a      Desire   Map   Workshop   for      the   sta�   in   the   conference   room   during   business 
hours. 

 

BUT   WHAT   IF…? 

DEFINE  PREVENT  REPAIR 

1.    She   will   think   I’m   distracted   from 
my   job 

1.    Secure   enthusiastic   and   verbal 
support   from   my   supervisor   for   pitch 

1.    Continue   to   be   an   enthusiastic 
worker   and   visible   team   member 

2.   2.   2.  

3.  3.  3. 

4.  4.  4. 

5.  5.  5. 

6.  6.  6. 

7.  7.  7. 

8.  8.  8. 

9.  9.  9. 

10.  10.  10. 
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What   might   be   the   bene�ts   of   a   partial   success? 
It   is   always   a   bene�t   to   get   some   facetime   with   people   in   the   organization   you   work   for.      My   boss   will   see   me   as   an   action 
oriented   team   player.  

 

The   Cost   of   Inaction:    (Emotionally,   Physically,   Financially,   etc.) 

6   MONTHS 
 

I   may   be   anxious   with   the   idea   of 
wanting   to   move      forward   over   my 

head 

1   YEAR 
 

I   may   have   regret   that   I   didn’t   go   for   it 

3   YEARS 
 

Potential   lost   revenue   and 
lifestyle/career   change 
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